APART FROM ARMY, REVENUE AND POLICE WERE THE EARLIEST DEPTS.

• IN MOGHUL ERA THE LOCAL POLICE STN. WAS Thana & OFFICER IN CHARGE WAS KNOWN AS THANEDAR, DAROGA, FAUZDAR, KOTWAL WITH JAGIRDARS AND MANSABDARS IN CONTROL;

• 1857 WAS THE TURNING POINT WHEN SEPOY MUTINY OR THE ‘GREAT MUTINY’ TOOK PLACE;

• BECAUSE OF THE EXCESSES COMMITTED BY E.I.Co. BRITAIN ABOLISHED THE E.I.Co. IN 1858 & INDIA BECAME BRITISH COLONY—THE “JEWEL IN THE CROWN”;

• IN 1861 THE INDIAN POLICE ACT WAS PASSED ORGANIZING POLICE DEPT WHICH SET UP HAS CONTINUED EVEN AFTER 1947.
TWO MODELS—THE BRITISH MODEL AND THE IRISH MODEL

• SIR ROBERT PEEL WAS HOME SECRETARY FOR 7 Yrs AND PM FOR 6 Yrs TILL 1841 IN ENGLAND; IN 1829 HE ESTABLISHED THE METROPOLITAN POLICE FORCE FOR LONDON AND THE SCOTLAND YARD, WITH 1,000 NEWLY RECRUITED POLICEMEN;

• HE SAID LONDON POLICE SHOULD BE PEOPLE-FRIENDLY;

• “THE POLICE ARE THE PUBLIC AND PUBLIC ARE THE POLICE”;

• BUT THE CATHOLIC IRELAND WAS REBELLIOUS; TO SUBDUE IT HE CREATED THE ROYAL IRISH CONSTABULARY AS A PARA-MILITARY FORCE WITH DARK GREEN UNIFORMS, RIFLES & WEBLEY REVOLVER

• IN INDIA SIR CHARLES NAPIER, FOLLOWING THE POLICE COMMN. OF 1860 CREATED THE INDIAN POLICE ON THE MODEL OF IRISH CONST.
THE ENGLISH “BOBBIES” & INDIAN POLICEMEN

• ROBERT PEEL’S 9 PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC COOPERATION AND PUBLIC APPROVAL; LONDON POLICEMEN ARE CALLED BOBBIES

• BLUE DRESS, HAT, NO WEAPONS, ONLY A BATON & WHISTLE;

• BOBBY MUST KNOW ALL PEOPLE IN DAILY “BEAT” PERSONALLY

• THEY MUST BE FRIENDLY & WATCH FOR FIRE HAZARDS;

• THE INDIAN POLICE HAS A PARA-MILITARY CLOTHING, CARRY WEAPONS ; TRAINED TO CONTROL PEOPLE AS IN BRITISH TIME

• THE SAME TRAINING AS IN PRE-1947 ERA HAS CONTINUED AND THE POLICE HAS TO BE FEARED THAN TREATED AS FRIENDS.
LONDON BOBBY
HELPING SCHOOL
CHILDREN
IRISH CONSTABLE
NEW DELHI POLICE IN EARLY 1900s.
POLICE UNIFORM IN KERALA IN EARLY DAYS
AN INDIAN POLICE OFFICER TODAY

NO MOUSTACHE?
THE THUTHUKUDI-SATTANKULAM EPISODE IN JUNE 2020

• MOBILE SHOPKEEPER JEYRAJ (62) & SON BENNIKS (32) TAKEN TO POLICE STN. ON 19 JUNE FOR KEEPING OPEN SHOP 15 min BEYOND 7 pm COVID-19 CURFEW; F.O.P AUTODRIVER INFORMS

• BOTH WERE BEATEN UP & NEXT DAY TAKEN TO JMFC COURT; HE STANDS ON 2ND FLR. & WAVES TO POLICE “NO COMPLAINTS”

• THE BLEEDING DUO TAKEN TO HOSPITAL ON 20TH JUNE; JEYRAJ DIES ON 22ND AND BENNIKS ON 23RD FROM RECTAL BLEEDING;

• HC REVATHY DEPOSES BEFORE JUDICIAL MAG. THAT THEY WERE BEATEN UP; CCTV TAPE WAS FOUND ERASED; HC HAS ASKED CB-CID TO INVESTIGATE & GIVE REPORT.
JAYARAJ (62) AND HIS SON BENNIX (32) WHO DIED AT SATHANKULAM, 22-6-20
GUJARAT POLICE DRAGGING A MIGRANT WORKER, JUNE 2020
PEOPLE PROTESTING AGAINST THE DEATH OF FATHER AND SON IN THOOTHUKUDI
THE VIKAS DUBE KARMA KANDA—THE NEW NORM SET BY U.P!

- Born 1964 at Bikru near Kanpur, middle class farming family; got a degree in Pol.Sci.; got into politics;
- Started rowdy career in 1992 by attacking Muslim farmers complaining against one Hindu farmer—goats;
- He became VP Pradhan & also ZP member; HK Srivatsava a former minister, speaker and 5 time-MLA, his guru who changed party from Janata—BJP—BSP—SP; Dube said to control 10,000 votes; in 1999 he was sentenced by sessions court to life imprisonment murdering a land-owner and grabbing his land; got bail 2001, continues;
THE SAGA OF VIKAS DUBEY (contd.)

• WHILE ON BAIL, SHOT DEAD INSIDE POL.STATION, Mr.SHUKLA A MINISTER IN RAJNATH SINGH GOVT; HE WAS MAIN ACCUSED BUT ACQUITTED DUE TO ALL POLICEMEN TURNING HOSTILE; APPEAL BY UP GOVT STILL PENDING SINCE 2001;

• NOW 62 CR.CASES PENDING AGAINST HIM; IN 1980 HIS FAMILY OWNED 6 BIGHAS, NOW OWNS 120 BIGHAS & A 20,000 ft² House

• 3 JULY 20 POLICE TEAM WENT TO ARREST HIM BUT PSI SHARMA TIPPED HIM OFF; HIS GANG KILLED 8 POLICEMEN & HE ABSCONDED; FROM 4 TO 9 JULY POLICE GUNNED DOWN 5 AIDES IN “ENCOUNTERS” ! ON 10 JULY DUBEY ARRESTED IN UJJAIN & KILLED EN ROUTE KANPUR BY POLICE IN “SELF DEFENCE” !
VILLAGERS’ VERDICT

• ALL VILLAGERS SAY 10 JULY 20 WAS THEIR INDEPENDENCE DAY!
• POLICE DEMOLISHED DUBEY’S HOUSE ON 4 JULY AND PEOPLE ARE ALL PRAISE FOR THE POLICE!
• IN 1999 VIKAS DUBEY SAW SUNNY DEOL’S GANGSTER MOVIE “ARJUN PANDIT”, MODELLED AFTER HIM, & MADE PEOPLE CALLING HIM “PANDITJI”!
• HIS RISE WAS DUE TO POLITICAL PATRONAGE, POLICE HELP AND JUDICIAL INACTION—20 YEARS’ STAY OF CASES.
• INDIA’S BASIC PRBLEM: BRITISH ACQUISITORIAL JUSTICE SYSTEM INSTEAD OF CONTINENTAL INQUISITORIAL SYSTEM;
• VIKAS DUBEY’S FALL IS AN EXCEPTION; THOUSANDS FLOURISH.
'Main Vikas Dubey hoon Kanpur wala': UP gangster feared being killed in encounter so screamed his name before arrest.
VIKAS DUBEY (56) WAS APPREHENDED IN UJJAIN & HANDED OVER TO UP POLICE
VINAY TIWARI AND KK SHARMA, SHOs ARRESTED FOR TIPPING OFF VIKAS DUBEY